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Background
Many applications, for instance in the context of verification (and notably for critical systems in transportation, energy,. . . ), rely on checking the satisfiability of
logic formulas. Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers handle large formulas
in expressive languages with uninterpreted symbols and interpreted operators (e.g.
arithmetic or data structure operators). These tools are built using a cooperation
of a SAT solver to handle the Boolean structure of the formula, and one or more
theory reasoners to tackle the atoms and their language. SMT solvers are sizable
and complex softwares implementing intricate algorithms, and they are error prone:
it regularly happens, for instance in SMT competitions, that tools exhibit soundness errors. In a context where high confidence is a topmost requirement, this is
unacceptable.
Objectives
A solution to the above issue is to require from solvers to provide a detailed certificate (or proof), and recheck this certificate. These certificates can also be used
to exchange proofs and distribute checking tasks to different solvers according to
their strength. Whereas the theory and practice of proof production for SAT solving
and most theory reasoners is quite well understood, SMT solver also rely on many
processing steps, like conjunctive normal form transformation, Skolemization, and
rewriting. And certificate production for these aspects is still not mature.
We propose to study these preprocessing steps, theoretically and practically.
First, the Intern will study the proof production for logically equivalent local rewritings (e.g. x + 0 being rewritten as x). The student will design a flexible proofproducing framework for these and study its complexity. We also suggest to evaluate practically the framework with a prototype (using the veriT SMT solver), and
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proof reconstruction within the Isabelle or Coq proof assistant. Other kinds of formula processing, e.g. global logically equivalent rewriting steps (e.g. x = 0 ∧ ϕ(x)
rewritten as ϕ(0)) and other processing will be studied next.
This internship is an ideal opportunity to familiarize oneself with SMT solvers
and proof assistants and to get acquainted with the exciting research taking place
in the VeriDis team in Nancy. The VeriDis team will also organize the prestigious
Interactive Theorem Proving conference in August 2016. This work will likely be
part of a publication at an international workshop or conference (e.g., SMT, PxTP,
IJCAR or Interactive Theorem Proving).
The subject of this internship will be adjusted according to the interests of the
student.
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Requirements
Knowledge in and deep interest for logic. Some acquaintance with either automated
or interactive theorem proving is a plus. Knowledge of French is not required.
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